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Under-Counter Basins Installation Instructions 
To suit all Argent Under-Counter Basins 

POSITIONING THE BASIN 

  
1  __________________________________________________________  
 

Important; Please inspect basin/s for any imperfections prior to installation.  If it 

is a double bowl installation, please ensure that the logos and basins are 

matching. No claim for imperfections or in the case of double bowls, poorly 

matching basins will be accepted after installation. 

NB: 

a) No Cut out should be attempted without having the basin/s on hand. 

b) Use of epoxy resins will void the basin warranty – bathroom grade 

silicon should be used to adhere the basin to the stone top. 

  

2 _________________________________________________________________  

 

Lay the basin face down on the back of your chosen substrate in the desired position 

and trace the outside contour of the basin onto the 

stone top. This will be used as a reference line during 

installation of the basin to the stone top. 

 

Please check notes on Page 4, relative to installations 

with tapware located in the stone top behind the 

basin.  

 

3  ________________________________________________________________  

 

a)  Measure the inside lip of your basin, add 

your desired overlap to this measurement 

and then draw a line running parallel and 

inside of the reference line of the basin 

(recommended overlap 8-10mm).  

 

When you are finished, please check and 

compare the inside measurement of the bowl to 

the cut out line. If you are satisfied with the fit, 

cut out the slab to this inner contour line. This 

cut out should allow for an internal 

overlap/quirk of 8 to 10mm between the cut out in the slab and the basin. 
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    BASIN INSTALLATION 

 

 

Check the fit of the basin to the cut out, before proceeding to next step. 

Polish the inside rim of the stone top as required. 

 

4   _______________________________________________________________  

 

Set up a secure area where the stone top can be laid out upside down and left for 24 

hours, a void needs be left underneath the basin cut out area to allow for a visual 

inspection of the basin alignment with the stone top cut out. With the stone top laid 

out upside down, place the under-counter basin into position over the basin cut out. 

 

Please inspect the alignment of the under-counter basin 

to the basin cut out in the stone top from underneath 

and ensure the alignment is even all the way around. 

 

Remove the basin and ensure both the basin and the 

stone top are clean and free of any dirt where the 

silicon is to be applied.  

Apply healthy beads of bathroom grade silicon 

adhesive to the stone top and the under-counter basin 

Place the siliconed basin onto the stone top using the reference line for alignment, 

run an additional bead of silicon around the basin where it joins the stone top. 

Double check with a visual inspection from below, of the basin alignment on the 

stone top. Remove any excess silicon on the inside of the basin and leave the basin 

and stone top to cure for a minimum of 24 hours. 

 

Do not use epoxy resin or any rigid fixing adhesive as this may cause the basin to 

craze and will void the basin warranty  
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Description 

 

Code Nominal Inside  

Bowl Size 

Rim Cut 

out  size 

Zen Rectangular FC06TAL00 480x280mm 35 

Zen (deep) Rectangular FC07TAL00 490x290mm 35 

Azure Oval TPO1TAL00 410x310mm 35 

 

All dimensions are nominal and are subject to standard manufacturing tolerances 

and change without notification. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES 

 __________________________________________________________________  

 

If you are considering tapware in the slab behind your basin, please take into 

consideration when marking out tap hole location/s, the following,  

1) Tapware has sufficient spout reach to supply water to the bowl without 

dripping on to the slab surface once installed. ( especially with basins 

requiring larger rim allowance detail ) 

2) Tapware hole, relative to single lever mixers, you should allow enough 

clearance from the wall behind basin, so that the back of the handle does not 

make contact with the wall when it is in the fully on position. 

 

If an overlap/ quirk of greater or less than the nominal dimension ( up to 10mm) is 

desired, the rim dimension should be measured every 50mm around perimeter/ 

outside of the bowl, and that data transferred from the primary line drawn on the 

slab to the cut out template line after adding you chosen overlap dimension. 

 

No cut out should be attempted without having the actual basin on hand. 

 

For optimum appearance, the basin/s should be installed with the logo at the rear 

and the overflow hole at the front. 
 

The manufacturer reserves the right to make technical alterations to this product. 
 

Rim Dimensions are subject to standard manufacturing tolerances and change 

without notification.  
 

    

    For more information contact the Customer Central Technical Advice Hotline 1800 356 717
 


